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16 Predictions For The Atlanta Hawks In 2014-15 

 By: Hawks.com 

ESPN - 3rd in East (53-29). You'll see several different ESPN rankings in this gallery, but this specific one 

refers to ESPN's computerized 'team performance' prediction, which has the Hawks at a favorable 53 

wins. From the model: "While the consensus seems to be that Toronto and Washington will battle it out 

for the third seed in the East, NBAPET likes a Hawks team that should roll out an elite offense. Only 

Cleveland projects to have a more efficient attack in the East, thanks to the multitude of long-range 

shooters led by Kyle Korver. But don't sleep on the Atlanta defense, which adds perimeter stopper 

Thabo Sefolosha and welcomes back its backbone in Al Horford." 

 Soaring Down South - 3rd In East. Jay Desai of Soaring Down South is high on the Hawks this season: 

"Atlanta has the highest scoring interior tandem in the league with Paul Millsap and Al Horford. They 

have one of the best three-man punches when you include Jeff Teague. They also have two All-Stars — 

Paul Millsap and Al Horford — and two players with Team USA experience — Millsap and Kyle Korver. If 

the Atlanta Hawks can stay healthy, their stellar bench along with their starters should be able to lift 

them to the third-seed in the East." 

 Baller Mind Frame - 3rd in East. Not only does this site have Atlanta getting home-court in the first 

round, but they make a bold prediction beyond that: "The Atlanta Hawks will secure the third seed in 

the Eastern Conference and slide past a healthy Derrick Rose and Chicago Bulls squad in the second 

round, only to lose to the Cleveland Cavaliers in the Eastern Conference Finals." 

 ProBasketballTalk - Home-court advantage (48-34). Sean Highkin doesn't give an exact standings 

placement in the NBC Sports preview but does think the Hawks will compete for home-court advantage 

in the first round. If Atlanta does indeed win 48 games, it would stand to reason that Game 1 would be 

at Philips Arena: "Provided Horford stays healthy, the Hawks are in a position to compete for home-

court advantage in the playoffs. Horford’s return and the addition of Sefolosha will strengthen Atlanta’s 

defense, while their offensive scheme remains extremely tough for opposing defenses to figure out." 

 FanSided - 4th in East (48-34). Perhaps Brad Rowland and Sean Highkin sat down together to write their 

previews, because both have Atlanta at 48 wins. From Rowland: "The entire core returns for the Hawks, 

and that is vitally important. However, the single most important addition should be Horford, as he is 

one of the best big men in the entire NBA by any measure, and his presence for even 60-70 games 

would be a huge boost for Atlanta’s chances at home-court advantage in the East. The roster isn’t 

littered with superstars, but in addition to Horford, Paul Millsap was a deserving All-Star choice last 

season, and the trio of Jeff Teague, Kyle Korver and DeMarre Carroll all performed as above-average 

starters last season." 

 Bleacher Report - 5th in East (45-37). Jared Johnson likes a healthy Hawks team to improve this season: 

"In a best-case scenario, all the essential Hawks stay healthy and make huge strides in grasping 



Budenholzer's system. This could net Atlanta the No. 3 seed in the East and an appearance in the 

Conference Finals. On the other end of the spectrum, another injury-filled season could disrupt the 

team's promising season and earn it a similar campaign to last year. But I expect something in the 

middle. There will be some injuries, but also continued growth from the players under Coach 

Budenholzer's system." 

 Sports Illustrated - 5th in East. Ron Mahoney, like many others, sees health and an improved bench as 

reasons to be optimistic: "Oh, how quickly we forget Al Horford. Atlanta's best player suited up for just 

29 games last season, of which Atlanta won 16. During that time the Horford-led Hawks were the third-

best team in the conference (and 10th-best in the league) by net rating, a mark earned by quality play 

on both ends. When Horford went down Atlanta naturally followed, though in his absence it found ways 

to stretch the talents of Paul Millsap and Kyle Korver to their fullest. Those qualities should be 

synergized into a better Hawks team in 2014-15, made fuller with the additions of another competent 

wing defender (Thabo Sefolosha) and another shooting big man (rookie Adreian Payne)." 

 Bleacher Report - Playoffs (44-38). Tim Keeney of Bleacher Report doesn't give a pecking order in the 

East but says the Hawks will be back in the playoffs with a 44-win campaign: "As long as he's healthy, the 

Hawks have an extremely strong quartet of Horford, Paul Millsap, Kyle Korver and Jeff Teague. 

Moreover, the depth may not be as much of a problem if Mike Scott and Dennis Schroder continue their 

anticipated development. Throw in the added perimeter defense from Sefolosha, and there are a lot of 

things to like here. The East will be improved this season, but so will the Hawks, who will once again 

crack the postseason." 

 ESPN - Playoffs. Bradford Doolittle's simulations and forecasts have the Hawks in the third "tier" of 

teams, but making the playoffs. A description of the Hawks' tier: "Teams that won less than one percent 

of the simulations but made the playoffs at least 15 percent of the time, ordered by playoff probability." 

 ESPN - 7th in East (42-40). This projection comes from ESPN's Summer Forecast, which is the result of a 

survey of more than 100 panelists, mostly writers for the site and its affiliate blogs. It was published 

back in August. 

 ESPN - 7th in East (41-41). Tom Haberstroh seemed to vote along ESPN party lines in his extended 

preview of Atlanta: "Exasperated Hawks supporters can think of Horford as their big acquisition this 

summer after he missed most of last season with his second pectoral injury in three years. Horford is 

one of the best sweet-shooting big men in the game and a prime candidate to expand his range to the 3-

point line like Millsap did last season. There have been whispers that Horford was working on it before 

he was sidelined, which makes sense in Budenholzer's 3-heaving system." 

 Yahoo - 7th in East (41-41). Kelly Dwyer gives a best and worst case scenario for the season but 

ultimately thinks Atlanta will finish at .500: "With Al Horford coming into his own, matching his prime 

with the all-around contributions of Millsap, the Hawks could develop into the steady, unrelenting team 

that nobody wants to play. With the vicissitudes of the NBA’s wearying schedule, the squad could pile 

up win after win over tired squads, and build upon the 25-21 showing it produced to start 2013-14. After 

all, everyone is a year older, and presumably better." 



 USA Today - 7th in East (41-41). The 41-win, 7th place finish seems like a popular pick among the 

pundits, and it continues with USA Today's Adi Joseph: "Al Horford's return from a torn chest muscle 

means the Hawks could be back to where they were for the early part of last season -- one of the four 

best teams in the East. But the East's top tier is better this year, and the Hawks' weak wings could cost 

them a few spots." 

 HoopsHype - 9th in East. Despite acknowledging Horford's return, there is plenty of skepticism from the 

USA Today affiliate: "Even with a healthy Horford, the Hawks are a tad undersized ... If he keeps getting 

injured, Atlanta will be consistently outrebounded again ... Horford has missed 116 regular season 

games in the last three seasons, so durability a huge concern with him ... The Hawks were able to make 

up for the lack of talent with great team effort last season, but the shortage of talented players will be a 

bigger issue this year in an improved Eastern Conference ... They just don't have any elite player ... 

Bench is average at best ... No big-time three-point shooter outside of Korver." 

 Bleacher Report - 10th in East (39-43). Bleacher Report's Tyler Conway doesn't think the Hawks can 

compete in the East, but he did note that this prediction (published in August) might change: 

"Predictions are a fun, weird exercise and should be taken as such. Just know that any of us media types 

who actually put thought into what comes up on the page will alter our opinions between now and 

opening night. It's just natural." 

 CBS Sports - 1st-4th in Southeast. The experts at CBS Sports didn't predict the whole conference, but 

rather ran through by division. The four guys have us finishing anywhere from first to fourth in the 

division, which probably says more about how wide open the Southeast is than anything else. 

 


